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Executive Summary

On 21 June 2022, RSIS Maritime Security Programme delivered the “Evolving Roles of Maritime Security Stakeholders” workshop. The workshop created an important space for experts from both academia and practice to explore how stakeholders in Southeast Asia perceive maritime security, contribute to its provision and benefit from its maintenance.

Workshop participants discussed a significant transformation over the last twenty years, both in terms of the threats prioritised and the responses enacted. Mr Toh Keng Hoe (Independent Maritime Security Specialist) and Mr Martin Marini (Marine Consultant), for example, demonstrated the growing dangers of cyber-insecurity for shipping and ports respectively, while Lieutenant Commander Farizha bin Ibrahim (Senior Lecturer and Research Fellow, Maritime Research and Excellence Center, Universiti Pertahanan Nasional Malaysia) highlighted how new types of offshore petroleum facilities necessitate different forms of protection. Stakeholders are generally evolving to overcome challenges and fill important gaps. Captain Jay Tarriela (Adviser, Coast Guard Commandant on Maritime Security Affairs, Philippine Coast Guard) showed how Coast Guards are increasingly relied upon for constabulary roles, partially to deescalate tension, while Mr Jay Benson (Director, Stable Seas) provided insights into how non-government organisations leverage an array of instruments to focus on under-recognised security referents such as local communities. In some cases, these transforming roles have necessitated greater cooperation between stakeholders. Dr Asyura Salleh (Programme Support Officer, Global Maritime Crime Programme, United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime) discussed how international organisations increasingly provide the structures to do this work, while Dr Scott Edwards (Research Associate, Transnational Crime at Sea Project, University of Bristol) demonstrated how states are trying to fulfil this function domestically by harmonising their maritime security policies.

Together with the ongoing transformations, the workshop also revealed ongoing challenges for maritime security provision in the region. Mr Yann Le Goff (former Regional Police Atttaché, and Regional Coordinator for Indo-Pacific Region, Embassy of France in Singapore) demonstrated the dangers of politicisation, particularly of law enforcement, while Commander Bagus Jatmiko (Doctoral Student, Naval Postgraduate School) highlighted how tensions between stakeholders arise when some - such as Navies - do not want to relinquish roles they perceive as theirs. Dr Asmiati Malik (Assistant Professor, Universitas Bakrie),
further demonstrated how tensions can even arise within stakeholder groups, with fishing industry actors perceiving threats differently based on their business size.

By scrutinising stakeholders individually, workshop participants ultimately uncovered an evolving governance landscape. Each stakeholder contributes essential understandings and tools, but these are not always well-reconciled. Dr Christian Bueger (Professor of International Relations, University of Copenhagen) noted that conversations such as those held during the workshop play an important role in overcoming this. Academics can contribute to understandings, identify what works and what does not, and engender reflexivity.
Workshop Overview

Over the last thirty years, the term ‘maritime security’ has entered the working lexicon of Southeast Asia’s international relations and foreign policy watchers. While rarely defined, maritime security is generally understood to have an omnibus usage encompassing a situation where people can use the seas to conduct legal activity while being safe from state, non-state and environmental threats. This broad usage dictates that the stakeholding communities involved in creating and benefiting from maritime security are similarly broad and exceptionally diverse. The web-like network of these stakeholders' activities, approaches and priorities is sufficiently complex that members of one community often have limited visibility regarding, and even less understanding of, each other's roles, contributions and concerns.

Recognizing that understanding the various stakeholding community’s roles in regional maritime security was an academic puzzle with real-world practical implications in Southeast Asia, the S. Rajaratnam School of International Studies convened a roundtable of experts to take stock of regional maritime security definitions. The roundtable-style workshop gathered 13 experts (2 from RSIS and 11 external) to discuss the evolving roles of stakeholders in Southeast Asia’s maritime security. Each expert answered the same set of questions from the perspective of a specific stakeholding community: What are the stakeholder’s interests in maritime security? What does the stakeholder perceive as the most significant threat? How does the stakeholder contribute to maritime security? What tools does the stakeholder you to protect itself and contribute to the maritime security environment? How has the stakeholder’s role evolved over the last twenty years? What additional context is necessary to understand the maritime security role of this stakeholder?

The experts’ finding are being published as a part of the IDSS Paper series.

2. Scott Edwards – State Roles
3. Bagus Jatmiko – Navy Roles
4. Jay Tarriela – Coast Guard Roles
5. Yan Le Goff – Law Enforcement Roles
6. Jay Benson – NGO Roles
7. Asyura Salleh – IO Roles
8. Asmiati Malik – Fishing Roles
10. Farizha bin Ibrahim – Seabed Extraction/Petroleum Roles
11. Martin Marini – Port Management Roles
12. Christian Bueger – Academic Roles
Summary of Findings

- The introduction of the International Ship and Port Facility (ISPS) code and other post-9/11 rules and regulations has expanded the role of private industry in providing for maritime security.

- The international legal system assigns states as the stakeholders with the most significant roles regarding the provision of maritime security. Navies, coast guards, and law enforcement agencies are the arms of state power through which states flex this power.

- In Southeast Asia state maritime security is growing as states develop and are increasingly empowered by cooperation. This includes multilateral cooperation, most significantly via the tenants of the ASEAN Political-Security Community, and bilateral cooperation.

- Southeast Asian navies are directly involved in maritime security as a part of their constabulary roles. In many Southeast Asian states, navies represent the primary arm of state maritime security capacity, though they share that responsibility with coast guards and other law enforcement agencies.

- There is a growing divergence in many Southeast Asian states regarding the appropriateness of maintaining navies as the "Primus Inter Pares" or the first among equals in maritime security. In some nations, the navies have remained dominant, but in several Southeast Asian states, coast guards have become the primary agencies tasked with maintaining maritime security.

- Some Southeast Asian states are expanding the maritime security roles of their coast guards in order to be more economical and efficient in their provision of maritime security.

- Southeast Asian law enforcement agencies other than navies and coast guards tend to focus on illicit trafficking and other “amphibious crimes” that reach ashore and may focus less on criminal activity that takes place at sea, even when - as is in the case of sea robbery - the land component is often essential to the criminals’ success.

- The maritime role of international organisations can be wide-ranging and can include the preservation of marine habitats, implementation of port and shipping regulations, and supporting other maritime security sectors in protecting sea lanes of communication.
• NGOs are becoming more important maritime security stakeholders seeking to fill governance and capacity gaps in an increasingly wide range of geographic and sectorial interests.

• The fishing, shipping and seabed extraction communities are all focused on maximizing profit and view security risk in terms of financial costs. However, the evolving nature of the maritime security system is increasingly pressuring them into roles as maritime security contributions, rather than simply beneficiaries.

• Ports similarly face a tension between acting as the guardians of land-sea gateways and facilitating the efficient movement of licit goods and trade. This is further complicated by a range of private-public ownership structures, meaning there is no one-size fits all means to address this tension.

• While industry communities have been most concerned with criminal threats in recent years, they must be increasingly concerned with the risks posed by geopolitical tensions.
Analytical Deductions

- The conceptual division of maritime security stakeholder communities between providers (states, navies, coast guards, law enforcement, etc.) and benefactors (shippers, seabed extractors, fishers, etc.) is decreasingly accurate as an increasingly complex risk environment demands greater cross-stakeholder cooperation.
- States continue to be responsible for the bulk of maritime governance, but other stakeholders are playing increasingly significant roles.
- The contemporary maritime security system is underpinned by an architecture of maritime security stakeholder communities. These typically reinforce each other, but their interests are not always harmonious. Threats manifest in the seams between the actors.
- While disputed maritime claims top state’s maritime security concerns, states are also very concerned by criminal threats.
- Criminal threats are ranked as the most dangerous by most economic stakeholders, but geopolitical tensions are increasingly of concern.
- Grey-zone activities by states directly involve economic stakeholders while war risks increasingly factor into economic stakeholders’ concerns.
- The importance of environmental protection is increasingly recognized by some stakeholders, while others continue to be focused on environmental exploitation. This is likely to become one area of increasing dissent between and even within stakeholder groups.
- Southeast Asian states have been seeking to optimise the most efficient and effective division of roles, responsibilities and resources between their navies and coast guards.
- Communication and coordination between maritime security stakeholding communities are improving, but remain areas in need of greater optimization. Transparency will become increasingly important to efficiently bring non-state stakeholders into maritime security decision-making and provision.
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